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PART I. Final Activity report (M1 to M36) 
 

1 WP3 Evaluation 
In the evaluation WP, the link between research techniques and industrial processes has been 
assessed. The idea was of course to evaluate each technique (developed in WP2) on a chal-
lenging industrial benchmark representative of a flight control clearance problem. So the first 
step was to develop this benchmark in WP3.1. Then assessment of the results given by each 
technique and the adequacy level of each technique to an industrial clearance was addressed 
in WP3.2. 
 

1.1 WP 3.1 Benchmark 
The first activity was about formulating a realistic clearance benchmark problem. This task 
has been performed in close link with WP1 that was supposed to deliver models and clearance 
criteria. Two benchmarks were finally submitted. The first benchmark comprises clearance of 
flight control law considering both rigid aircraft and non-linear modelling of the closed loop. 
Two major issues have driven this choice: performance assessment in a nonlinear framework, 
and validation of requirements on the whole flight domain considering a wide class of pilot 
inputs and wind perturbations. The second submitted benchmark was about flight control law 
clearance on flexible aircraft. Because of a better overall aircraft design optimization and 
widening of aircraft sizes, bandwidth of bending modes slow down and comes very close to 
the rigid body mode. Then two major issues arise: control laws must not over-shoot loads ob-
jectives assigned by structural aircraft design, and control laws can help designers in optimiz-
ing the a/c structure by reducing the limit loads. 
The second activity was the description of the baseline solution in order to be able to evaluate 
the enhancement after partners had developed their own clearance methodologies. The valida-
tion is today performed using a wide set of means from batch simulation to flight tests. The 
main objective for AIRBUS (see the following figure) is to be able to detect bad behaviours 
as soon as possible in the validation process so as to be able to quickly (and then for a low 
price) modify the design. Current practices are mainly based on gridding and Monte Carlo 
based approaches. The main expectation is thus to get either faster worst-case detection meth-
ods or a continuously cleared region (rather than a finite set of points). 
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1.2 WP 3.2 Evaluation of new techniques against baseline solutions 
An evaluation of the new techniques developed in the frame of COFCLUO was conducted on 
the basis of the benchmark. At first, evaluation was performed separately but in a unified 
framework to prepare the global picture. We thus selected a common part of the benchmark to 
be tested on all the methods and we performed those evaluations on the AIRBUS facilities. 
The application was the opportunity to discuss the easiness to implement the methods for a 
non-expert user, discuss the tuning parameters values and when relevant highlight the com-
promise that need to be made. Then we discussed of course the methods efficiency itself and 
relevance and usefulness of the result in the clearance process by comparing results to the one 
provided by the baseline solution. Once each method was individually run, a comparison was 
made and the advanced application of the most promising solution in the industrial process 
was performed. We have split the set of methods in two and made a distinction between LFR 
based methods (WP2.3, WP2.4) and optimization based ones (WP2.2, WP2.5). Here are the 
main outcomes:  
 

 LFR based analysis methods should be used in the first design validation loop to perform 
the linear tests (stability analysis, robustness margins for uncertainties, …). The analysis 
methods computational burden seams to be no more an issue and the result in itself is 
really more powerful than todays baseline griding based solution. But we need an efficient 
modelling process which is maybe missing today (it was not necessarily one of the COF-
CLUO problem identified objective ...). The aircraft LFT model generation process should 
be integrated in the reference modelling tool as it is the case today for the point-to-point 
linearization to be automatic from the control law designer point of view. The symbolic 
way is attractive but it ends up with really high order LFT model (see AIRBUS/ONERA 
studies) because of aerodynamic non-linearities and highly repeated varying parameters. 
Nevertheless it seams to be one of the easiest ways to handle the modelling error in the 
validation process without use of a gridding-based approach. Once an open loop A/C LFT 
model is generated, controller LFT should be generated directly using LFT design tools. It 
should be an integrated process; otherwise time investment is not valuable compared to 
the today gridding approach. 

 
 Optimization based methods provides a result which is quite different from the one we can 

obtain with the gridding based approach. There is no more the idea of a domain; only 
worst-case value and arguments are provided. However the provided methods are usually 
able (i.e. with an high probability) to find cases that are worse than those obtained using 
Monte-Carlo base approaches when the same amount of simulations are performed. Opti-
mization is therefore no more a competitor but it could be used as a complement to the 
gridding or Monte-Carlo based approaches. From an industrial point of view, those meth-
ods are now really mature and were shown to be ready for a fast integration in the indus-
trial process.  

 
As a conclusion, industry has made a huge step forward thanks to the COFCLUO project and 
a part of the developed methods will be certainly used in a development context.   
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PART II. Periodic Activity report (M24 to M36) 
 
This report presents technical progress in the last 12 months of the project for the sub work 
package of work package 3. 

1 Technical overview: WP 3.1 Benchmark 

1.1 Work package objectives  
The objective of this work package is to describe the clearance process for a civil aircraft and 
to formulate the clearance benchmark problem to be solved within the project.  

1.2 Starting point of work at beginning of reporting period 
Two main deliverable were delivered to the project participants: a formulation of the clear-
ance benchmark problem (see D3.1.1), a baseline solution illustrating the nominal aircraft 
behaviour. 

1.3 Progress towards objectives  
Work package is closed since M12. 
 

2 Technical overview: WP 3.2 Evaluation of new techniques 

2.1 Work package objectives  
The objective of this work package is to evaluate the techniques developed in WP2. 
 

2.2 Starting point of work 
Start date of this work package was M30 following the M2.2.3, M2.3.5, M2.4.3 and M2.5.3 
milestones fulfilment (those milestones correspond to the delivery of preliminary software 
versions by the partners). Nevertheless a light activity was performed before M30 in order to 
produce a document describing WP3 expectation for interface with WP2 and results delivery.  
  

2.3 Progress towards objectives  
Three main tasks were planed to be performed in that sub-workpackage. First was individual 
evaluation of each technique and assessment of the results obtained on the benchmark. Sec-
ond was evaluation survey in order to highlight from a global point of view contribution and 
improvement in the clearance process. Last was evaluation of the potential benefits and incor-
poration in an industrial process. Those three objectives have been achieved in a two steps 
procedure. We have first applied all the techniques to the same benchmark case (when rele-
vant) so as to be able to assess individual performance of the method but also to be able to 
select the best strategy. Then the most promising method was integrated in the industrial 
process to be applied to a fully representative clearance problem and compared to the current 
approach.  
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List of deliverables 
 
Del.  
no. 

Deliverable 
name 

Work-
package 
no. 

Date due Ac-
tual/Forecas
t delivery 
date 

Esti-
mated 
indicative 
person-
months 

Used in-
dicative 
person-
months 

Lead 
contrac-
tor 

D3.0.2 Progress report 
M6 WP3 

WP3.0 Month6 Month 6 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.1.1 Formulation of 
the clearance 
benchmark 
problem 

WP3.1 Month 6 Month 6 2 2  AIRBUS 

D3.0.3 Progress report 
M12 WP3 

WP3.0 Month 12 Month 12 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.1.2 Report describ-
ing results of the 
baseline solu-
tion and descrip-
tion of this solu-
tion 

WP3.1 Month 12 Month 12 3 3 AIRBUS 

D3.0.4 Progress report 
M18 WP3 

WP3.0 Month 18 Month 18 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.0.5 Progress report 
M24 WP3 

WP3.0 Month 24 Month 24 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.0.6 Progress report 
M30 WP3 

WP3.0 Month 30 Month 30 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.0.7 Progress report 
M36 WP3 

WP3.0 Month 36 Month 36 0.1 0.1 AIRBUS 

D3.2.1 Individual 
evaluation re-
port 

WP3.2 Month 36 Month 36 2 2 AIRBUS 

D3.2.2 Final report WP3.2 Month 36 Month 36 1.1 1.1 AIRBUS 
 

Table 1: Deliverables List 
 
 

3 List of milestones 
 
Milestone 
no. 

Milestone name Workpackage 
no. 

Date due Actual/Forecast 
delivery date 

Lead contractor 

M3.1.1 Preliminary report 
on clearance bench-
mark problem 

WP3.1 Month 3 Month 3 (part2) 
and Month 5 
(part1) 

AIRBUS 

 
Table 2: Milestones List 
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4 Management and coordination aspects. 
Nothing to report. 
 

5 Plan for using and disseminating knowledge. 

5.1 Exploitable knowledge and its Use 
This work-package aims at exploiting the methods and the software developed by the other 
partners. No specific tools were developed, but connections were made to include the WP2 
and WP1 results in the AIRBUS framework. The main outcome knowledge of this WP con-
sists in the best strategy to be applied in the industrial framework. It will be internally ex-
ploited for the future aircraft development and for research activities as well.    
 

5.2 Dissemination of knowledge 
 
Planned/actual 
date 

Type Type of au-
dience 

Countries 
addressed 

Size of 
audience 

Partner 
 responsible 
/involved  

Month 1-36 Project web-
site 

Research and 
Aerospace 
industry 

All  All 

September 2008 
(M20) 

Workshop Research, 
aerospace 
industry 

All 50 All 

June 2009  Conference Research, 
Industry 

All 100 All 

October 2009 Workshop Research,  
aerospace 
industry 

EU 50 AIRBUS  
ONERA 

January 2010 
(M36) 

Workshop Research, 
Aerospace 
industry 

All 50 All 

 

5.3 Publishable results  
The final report containing the WP3 performed evaluations is public and published on the 
portal. This work and the main results will be published in a dedicated chapter in the final 
book: “Baseline solution versus optimization based clearance, Guilhem Puyou”. A paper is 
also planed to be submitted to the next AIAA-GNC conference.   
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